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Unit 9 Inference and the Knowledge of the World
Jay (J): Hello, everyone. I am Jay Tanaka. Welcome to our special lecture “Modular Approach to Reading.”
In this unit, we will learn that “inference” is very important when you try to understand English texts.
Satoshi (S):
J: We will see that your vocabulary and grammar alone are not good enough.
Let us first look at the following Japanese quizzes.
[Quiz 1]
?
Who recommended whom as the class representative?

Remember: we learned in Unit 7 that we can elide the subject and the object when they are easily
recoverable from the context in Japanese.
And the most natural interpretation here is ...
The subject and the object are parallel between the two sentences. Is it too obvious?
?
Then, how about the next one?
[Quiz 2]
?
Who is nice to whom?

This time, the subject of the second clause is most naturally understood as Tomoko.
Notice that the subject in the first clause and the subject in the second clause are not
parallel in this case.

You can reasonably infer the identity of the missing subject and the identity of the missing object.
Now, the same applies in English.
Here is another quiz in English.
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[Quiz 3]
Who is he and who is him?
Bob admires Jeff so he is trying to be like him.
If you only appeal to the fact that he and him are both singular males, you might think that he can be either
Bob or Jeff, and him can also be either Bob or Jeff.
he

him

him

he

Bob

Bob

Jeff

Jeff

The most natural interpretation here is that he refers to Bob and him refers to Jeff. It seems to be very easy
because the subject and the object are parallel between the first clause and the second clause in this case.
Bob

Jeff

he

him

How about the next one then?
[Quiz 4]
Who is he and who is him?
Bob admires Jeff because he is always nice to him.
Again, just in terms of the gender/number matching, he can be either Bob or Jeff, and him also can be either
Bob or Jeff.
he

him

The most natural interpretation here is that he is Jeff and him is Bob.
he

Jeff

him

Bob

[A stuffed gorilla is on display, the sign saying “Don’t touch. A National Treasure”]
[Satoshi comes in, looks around carefully and touches the toy gorilla happily]
Jay [coming in]: Hey, Satoshi! Don’t touch! Can’t you see the sign?
Satoshi [surprised]: Oh! I’m sorry.
Jay blamed Satoshi because he had broken the rule.
What does this he refer to? You can easily infer that he refers to Satoshi in this instance.

Now, let us consider more closely what is going on in our mind here.
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Our Mind Infers
(1)

X admires Y

(2)

so A is trying to be like B.

We can make a reasonable inference that the situation in (1) is the cause of the situation in (2).
(1)

(2)

Here we make this inference based on our common sense or our general knowledge of the world.
X

Y

(1)

(2)

A=X

B=Y

This inference is reasonable because it is based on our general knowledge of the world, and the opposite
interpretation is very inconceivable.
A

B

Consider the next example.
(3)

X admires Y

(4)

because A is always nice to B.

We can make a reasonable inference that the situation in (4) is the “reason” of the situation in (3).
(4)

(3)

Here again, this inference is based on our common sense or our general knowledge of the world.
X

Y

(3)

(4)

A=Y

B=X

This inference is reasonable again because it is based on our general knowledge of the world, and the
opposite interpretation is very inconceivable.
A

B

Let us summarize the points so far.
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Interim Summary
In order to have good communication with the author, you need vocabulary and grammar.

[

]

vocabulary
grammar
sentence grammar
text grammar
in fe ren ce
k now l ed ge o f the w o rld
(common knowledge)
However, you shouldn’t forget you need the following two things as well: inference and your knowledge of
the world.

When you read passages in your native language, say Japanese, you use your knowledge of the world and
your ability to make a reasonable inference very naturally and almost unconsciously.
It is a very good idea to try to use them more consciously when you read passages in a foreign language.
Bearing this in mind, let us consider a few more examples.

Smartphones and Selfies: An Example
If you are familiar with smartphones and selfies, the following passage is relatively easy to understand.

Self-portrait photos taken on a smartphone can be easily modified using PC technology:
filtered selfies. Experts, however, warn that when some of them are posted on the Internet,
they provide people with a wrong impression of what the person actually looks like.
smartphone
filtered selfies
posted on the Internet
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In other words, your knowledge of the world certainly helps you comprehend what the author wants to
convey. Now, here is a quick quiz again.

[Quiz 5]
What does this “them” refer to?
them

?

Self-portrait photos taken on a smartphone can be easily modified using PC technology:
filtered selfies. Experts, however, warn that when some of them are posted on the Internet,
they provide people with a wrong impression of what the person actually looks like.
If you simply look for the closest plural noun phrase, you may mistakenly take this “them” as referring to
“experts.”
experts
If you use your commonsense knowledge, by contrast, you may easily notice that “posting experts on the
Internet” is strange in this context.
Your knowledge of the world and reasonable inference tells you that “them” refers to “filtered selfies” in this
context.
them

filtered selfies (

)

Your knowledge of the world and ability to infer are both crucial for comprehending English texts.
OK? Let’s wrap up.

Wrap Up
Your rich vocabulary and accurate knowledge of grammar are essential for comprehending English texts.
Moreover, your ability to make a reasonable inference and knowledge of the world or general common sense
are no less important. Reading is not just knowing words and grammar.
In order to read English texts correctly, that is, in order to have good communication with the author, your
knowledge of the world and reasonable inference are crucially indispensable.

[Satoshi is taking pictures of himself, using a selfie stick]
[Jay is coming in]
Jay: Hi, Satoshi.
Satoshi: Oh, hi Jay.
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Jay: What are you doing?
Satoshi: I’m going to modify these pictures and make a perfect image of myself!
[looks satisfied, and is about to leave]
Jay [concerned]: Are you sure?
Satoshi [leaving]: Bye!
[Jay is seeing off Satoshi, looking concerned, but suddenly notices that the camera is running]
Well. That’s all for today. Good luck, keep working hard, and see you next time.
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